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Investigating the Response and Expansion of
Plasma Plumes in a Mesosonic Plasma using the
Situational Awareness Sensor Suite for the ISS
(SASSI)
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Abstract— In order to study the complex interactions between the

be complex which is of practical interest in its own right [1].
The use of the ISS to study the interactions between it and the
surronunding space environment, as well as a platform for insitu ionospheric observations, is the primary focus of the
Situaional Awareness Sensor Suite for the ISS (SASSI).
Here, we describe the use of SASSI with the ISS Space
Station Remote Manipulating System (SSRMS) to make first
ever detailed measurements of the in-space expansion of a
plasma plume in a mesonic magnetoplasma. This is of
importance to practical applications such as space electric
propulsion thruster plume expansion, electrodynamic tethers
use of plasma emissions to pass currents between the tether and
the ionsophere, and to better understand spacecraft charging
neutralization using plasma sources. The plasma plume will be
generated by the ISS Plasma Contactor Unit (PCU) nominally
used to control ISS charging for safety critical operations (e.g.
astronaut extra vehicular activities (EVAs) and visiting vehicle
proximity operations) [2]. Specifically, we will be able to
understand how the plume expands along and across the
Earth’s magnetic field and relative to the orbital velocity vector
where the ISS moves faster than the neutral and ion thermal
velocities and much slower than the thermal electron velocity.
While there are models (discussed below) that predict plume
behavior, they produce contradictory results of both plume
state variables and the corresponding spacecraft charging
behavior. Given that these first principle models disagree,
experiments are needed to identify the missing physics There
are no viable methods to experimentally test this other than in
orbit.
In Section II, below, the physical processes of plasma
plume expansion is developed and discussed in greater detail
with special emphasis on enabling current with the ionsophere.
It will motivate the measurements needed to understand the
character of the plume impacting its expansion. Section III will
discuss how the ISS can be used to make these measurements.
Section IV will describe the SASSI payload and its overall
purpose.

space environment surrounding the International Space Station (ISS)
and the ISS space vehicle, we are exploring a specialized suite of
plasma sensors, manipulated by the Space Station Remote
Manipulator System (SSRMS), to probe the near-ISS mesosonic
plasma ionosphere moving past the ISS. It is proposed that SASSI
consists of the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center’s (MSFC’s) Top
hat Ion Capped Hemispherical Spectrometer (TICHS), Top hat
Electron Capped Hemispherical Spectrometer (TECHS), Charge
Analyzer Responsive to Local Oscillations (CARLO), the Collimated
PhotoElectron Gun (CPEG), a neutral density monitor, and the
University of Michigan Advanced Langmuir Probe (ALP).
There are multiple expected applications for SASSI. Here,
we will discuss the study of fundamental plasma physics questions
associated with how an emitted plasma plume (such as from the ISS
Plasma Contactor Unit (PCU)) responds and expands in a mesosonic
magnetoplasma as well as emit and collect current. The ISS PCU Xe
plasma plume drifts through the ionosphere and across the Earth’s
magnetic field, resulting in complex dynamics. This is of practical
and theoretical interest pertaining to contamination concerns (e.g.
sputter erosion of surfaces) and the ability to collect and emit current
between the spacecraft and the ambient plasma ionosphere. This
impacts, for example, predictions of electrodynamic tether current
performance using plasma contactors as well as decisions about
placing high-energy electric propulsion thrusters on ISS.
We will discuss the required measurements and connection
to proposed instruments for this study.
Keywords—ionosphere, mesosonic plasma, International Space
Station, electrodynamic tether

I.

INTRODUCTION

The International Space Station (ISS) as shown in Figure I1 (end of paper), in orbit in an altitude range from 330 km to
460 km and inclination of 51.6o, interacts with Earth’s
ionosphere in equatorial, mid-latitutde, and near-auroal regions
close to peak density altitudes (the so-called F-peak). As a long
life orbiting platform, it provides the potential for in-situ
observations of these regions and the qualification of space
science, technology, and operational sensor systems expected
to operate there. The shear size (109 m along its longest
dimension defined by the multiple truss segments) and
complexity of the ISS (e.g. structural configuration, multiple
solar array sections) does lead to interactions that can, in turn,
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that provides a slow-moving ion current emitted by the HCPC
that neutralizes the high-speed incoming electron current
space charge. The plume has an effective radius determined
when the effective scattering frequency of the plume plasma is
equal to some fraction of the electron gyrofrequency. The
collected electron current is essentially limited to the ambient
electron thermal current across the plume boundary, as
illustrated conceptually in Figure II-1.A
The second model, proposed by Gerver et al. [10], assumes
the plasma plume expands roughly cylindrically along the
geomagnetic field lines, as illustrated in Figure II-1.B. It
assumes that electrons are collected by collisional transport
across magnetic field lines and via a double layer at both ends
of the plume. Because of the differences of geometries
between the two models, the Gerver et al. [10] model tends to
predict higher collected electron current for a given emitted
ion current level, HCPC bias voltage, and ionospheric
condition.
We note that there are published predictions that a plasma
plume can be strongly affected by a magnetic field. Gabdullin
et al. [11] describes ISS PCU plume expansion relative to the
Earth’s magnetic field. They argue that plume interactions
with the solar array can be inferred. The measurements
proposed here should help confirm these predictions.
However, we note that the confirmation of plume expansion
geometry is not sufficient for us to quantify the ability of the
plume to collect or emit electron. The full set of measurements
proposed below is needed.
Experimentally, the following questions need to be
addressed:
• What is the plasma plume and ambient ionosphere
density and temperature spatial profile? This
helps define the extent of the plasma plume
relative to along and across the magnetic field.
• What is the neutral density in and around the
plume? This is a possible source of electron
scattering.
• What is the level and spectrum of electrostatic
turbulence in and around the plume? This is
another potential source of electron scattering?
• How do these measurements vary as a function of
geophysical conditions, e.g. magnetic field,
day/night, solar activity?
• How do the answers to these questions vary as the
plasma plume source parameters are varied, e.g.
neutral flow rate, ion current, etc.?

II. UNDERSTANDING PLASMA PLUME EXPANSION ALONG
AND ACROSS A MAGNETIC FIELD IN A MESOSONIC FLOWING
PLASMA
While there are multiple reasons to understand plasma
plume expansion in space conditions, it is useful to choose one
example to illustrate the uncertainties and questions needing
resolution. For electrodynamic tethers, efficient electrical
connection to the surrounding ionospheric plasma is essential
at each end of the tether. In general, this requires electrons to
be injected at one end in to the ambient plasma and at the
other end, electrons need to be collected from the plasma.
Especially for high current, bi-directional orbit raising and
lowering applications, using dense plasma plumes is largely
considered the state-of-the-art (hollow-cathode plasma
contactors (HCPCs)). [3, 4] We thus need to adequately
understand HCPC performance in the ionosphere and ask:
What is the predictable performance of a hollow-cathode
plasma contactor (HCPC) to collect current from and emit
current to the surrounding ionosphere in terms of tether
current, HCPC parameters, and background ionospheric
conditions? The need for establishing a clear answer to this
question is motivated by our limited understanding of HCPC
operation in the ionosphere. We parenthetically note that there
is additional motivation to understand the answer to this
question as collection and emission currents increase..
Over at least the last 25 years, there have been numerous
studies and ground chamber tests of HCPCs for high current
performance in both electron collection and emission modes.
[5, 6] What is missing is definitive, in-space, HCPC
experiments with well characterized HCPCs to clarify actual
performance in connecting current flow between the ED tether
and the ionosphere. It is noted that there has been one novel,
low-power experiment, known as the Plasma Motor Generator
(PMG) mission. [7] It deployed a short (500 m) tether from a
Delta-II 2nd stage in an 868x194 km orbit. The mission was
intended to provide early indication of bi-directional current
flow capability using a HCPC at both tether ends and a series
power supply. Turning the HCPC off and on clearly showed
that plasma contactor capability of enhancing electron current
collection beyond what can be collected to a small, biased
tether end-body. The mission was limited in its ability to
characterize the on-orbit HCPC operation and plasma plume
as well as the ambient ionosphere.
Here, we focus on the electron collection process as it is
generally believed to represent the largest effective impedance
(as compared to electron emission). We cite two theoretical
models to highlight the uncertainty. [8] These models are
speculated to represent upper and lower bounds of electroncollection performance. The first was developed by Katz et al.
[7] in support of the PMG mission described above and was
implemented in the NASA Environment Workbench (EWB)
[9]. It assumes that the HCPC’s plasma plume expands
roughly spherically as a highly turbulent, quasi-neutral cloud

Additional questions may ultimately be added to this list.

Brian E. Gilchrist and W. R. Hoegy, The University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, MI 48109-2122, USA (e-mail: brian.gilchrist@umich.edu)
L. Habash Krause, J. I. Minow, V. N. Coffey, NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville, AL 35812, USA
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Fig. III-1. ISS Plasma Contactor Units (PCUs) shown mounted on the port
side of the Z1 Truss. (NASA# STS100-395-0260)

The PCUs are nominally used during astronaut EVAs to
provide a low impedance (low potential) connection between
the ISS structural locations the astronauts would come in
contact with and surrounding ionosphere. The PCUs have
three emission settings.
The SSRMS provides the means to make measurements
around the plasma plume. Figure III-2 shows a MAGIK
simulation using the SSRMS/SPDM surveying a conceptual
plasma plume (MAGIK AI-3011, Rev A). From this initial
assessment it is believed that the SSRMS with SPDM has
adequate reach to survey the plasma plume. Further, it would
be possible to completely control the operation of the SSRMS
using ground control [13].
The nominal ISS attitude places the PCUs in the wake of
the Integrated Truss Assembly (Z1 Truss) such that the plume
expands out to reach the flow of the ionospheric plasma. This
configuration is of interest, but measurements with the PCU
and plume directly in contact with the ram flow will be
needed. The use of nominal attitude adjustments (e.g. for
vehicle arrivals and departures) will be studied as one option
to provide direct ram exposure.
We also note that the operation of the PCUs under periods
of ISS charging will provide the opportunity to make
measurements described here under periods of hollow cathode
current flow. Figure III-3 (end of paper) shows common
charging conditions. Figure III-4 (end of paper) shows the
impact of the PCU operation on ISS charging.

Fig. II-1. Comparison of models of electron collection by HCPCs. (a) The
Katz et al. EWB HCPC model [7, 9] (b) Gerver et al. model. [10]

III.

USING THE ISS TO UNDERSTAND PLASMA PLUME
EXPANSION.

The Section II proposed experimental questions motivates
the experiment design and its unique relevance on the ISS. To
conduct this experiment there are three (physical) needs
• an in-orbit plasma emission source at relevant
altitudes, such as the ISS dual PCUs which are
hollow cathode plasma contactors [12];
• an ability to survey in-situ around the plasma
plume considering the orientation of the local
magnetic field and orbital velocity vector, such as
enabled by the SSRMS; and,
• an appropriate sensor suite capable of being
operated at the end of the SSRMS as the plume is
surveyed.
The ISS operates two identical plasma sources of a type
commonly referred to as hollow cathode plasma contactors
(HCPCs). Their formal ISS name is Plasma Contactor Units
(PCUs). These are shown in Figure II-1 in their mounting
location on the port side of the Z1 Truss.
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FPMU Calibration with the CPEG
The Collimated PhotoElectron Gun (CPEG) is used to
generate a beam of electrons with energies ranging from nearthermal (~0.4 eV) to that of ambient photoelectrons of
ionospheric origin (~ 20 eV). The SSRMS can point the CPEG
beam toward the FPMU, which could then scan the ionospheric
plasma parameters as the CPEG sweeps the electron beam in
energy and current. The other SASSI instruments would
provide complementary diagnostics. This would 1) accomplish
cross-calibration of the SASSI and FPMU instruments, and 2)
assess any impacts of ISS frame charging on FPMU plasma
measurements.
The CPEG contains a microcontroller and a programmable
telemetry interface for command and data handling with the
host spacecraft. Housekeeping data in the form of voltages
from circuit test points are made available for monitoring
instrument health. Desired electron current drives the selection
of the LED wavelength and the power of the device. For
example, a 1.0 mA electron beam requires 365 nm LEDs and
1.5 W of power. The total mass of the CPEG is 0.5 kg. The
CPEG engineering model successfully survived vibe testing to
qualification levels for the H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV).

Fig. III-2. MAGIK simulation of SSRMS/SPDM surveying the PCU Plume.
The blue and light magenta plume is not intended to be an accurate
representation of plume expansion, but is provided for reference. (MAGIK
AI-3011, Rev A)

The most efficient utilization of the PCUs would be to
conduct our measurements during pre-planned PCU emission
(e.g. EVAs) where the SSRMS is available to us. We would
like to design our measurements such that a single plume
survey would be no more than ten to 15 minutes to limit
changes in the background ionospheric conditions.
IV.

Plasma Turbulence Observation with the CARLO
The Charge Analyzer Responsive to Local Oscillations
(CARLO) is used to measure frequency spectra (1 Hz to 10
kHz) of turbulence in ionospheric plasma density and
temperature. Turbulence is frequently present in the ambient
plasma due to instabilities in the ionosphere-magnetosphere
system. How does ambient plasma turbulence affect ISS
operations, especially during EVAs? Some of the low latitude
plasma depletions result in drastic drops of plasma density up
to a factor of 1000 below the nominal level, and the
electrostatic response of a S/C is exacerbated by low plasma
densities. Furthermore, ionospheric plasma turbulence is
known to interfere with air-to-ground communications and
Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation. CARLO is
designed to provide real-time monitoring of plasma depletions
spanning four decades in frequency and five decades in
density.

ISS AND SASSI AS AN IONOSPHERIC AND PLASMA
ELECTRODYNAMICS RESEARCH PLATFORM

The SASSI instrument complement is being designed to
accommodate the measurement needs for the plasma plume
experiment described here as well as to support ionospheric
and ISS plasma electrodynamic research.
The ISS orbit is maintained at an ideal 350 km to 420 km
altitude where in-situ studies of space weather effects on the
mid and low-latitude F2-region ionosphere can be obtained.
Data from the existing floating potential measurement unit
(FPMU) can support science investigations including (but not
limited to): 1) collaboration with ISS science payloads,
instruments on other low Earth orbit spacecraft, and ground
based instruments, 2) coordination of ionospheric observations
with incoherent scatter radar during World Day campaigns
supporting international science studies of the ionosphere, 3)
investigation of the link between temperature/density
ionospheric variations and spacecraft charging, 4) validation of
empirical, first principle physics, and assimilative ionosphere
models, 5) auroral charging research during geomagnetic
storms, 6) high time resolution (128 Hz) studies of plasma
environment interactions with the 160-volt solar array system,
and 7) studies of various ionospheric phenomenon including
high latitude ion troughs, equatorial dawn density depletions,
conjugate photoelectron heating, and equatorial plasma
depletions that can cause scintillation of GPS signals. Though
a thorough description of these investigations is beyond the
scope of this paper, we present some examples of how the
SASSI mission concept can be used to conduct some
compelling investigations in both basic and applied research.

The instrument consists of four 1”-squared Retarding
potential analyzers (RPAs) tiled and mounted onto a common
set of electronics for Control and Data Handling (C&DH). The
operating voltages of the RPAs are tied together via a hardware
feedback loop to provide unique measurements of turbulence
in density versus temperature and to distinguish local from
ambient oscillations. The instrument's predecessor, the Plasma
Local Anomalous Noise Experiment (PLANE), was flightproven on a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite, with observations
and analysis published by [14]. The CARLO instrument is
funded by a FY14 TIP IRAD for development of a protoflight
unit. The CARLO has been selected as the primary science
payload of the funded InterAmerican University 3U CubeSat.
Non-Maxwellian Plasma Spectra with the TECHS/TICHS
SASSI would include top hat electron and ion capped
hemispherical spectrometers (TECHS and TICHS) to measure
the flux of charged particles over an energy range from a few
eV to about 30,000 eV. These instruments are widely used in
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space science for monitoring charged particle environments
and can be used for a number of interesting scientific purposes
on ISS including providing data on auroral ion and electron
precipitation at high latitudes, correlating FPMU charging data
with precipitating electron environments, and providing data
on variations in ion and electron environments during
geomagnetic storms.
In addition, the data can be used to
collaborate with other ISS science payloads, other research
spacecraft, and ground based observations during overflights
by the ISS. Similar data is currently available from the Air
Force DMSP spacecraft but only for a narrow range of
acceptance angles. The MSFC instrument design will allow
measurements of charged particles over a wide range of angles
allowing us to characterize angular distributions of particles
(pitch angle spectra). The TECHS and TICHS instruments use
the same basic design with the exception of reversing the
polarity of the high voltage power supplies necessary to attain
the charge-specific voltages across the entrance plates.

Additionally, the ISS structure allows the placement of
charged particle sensors at a fixed separation, effectively
providing for a type of “formation flying” of plasma
diagnostics
packages
for
simultaneous
multipoint
measurements of key ionospheric plasma parameters. These
types of measurements are critical to understand the spatiotemporal structures of plasma irregularities, which are
particularly prevalent (and problematic) at the lower latitudes.
Multipoint measurements can diagnose spatial gradients in
these structures, gradients that are directly related to the
impacts on radio wave propagation through this irregular
medium.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

There is a well established need to understand how plasma
injections interact with the space environment. The SASSI
experiment offers a valuable way to generate this
understanding. It further provides a unique measurement tool
to conduct ionospheric science measurements, especially
multipoint observations of ionospheric structure. We believe it
will also provide a valuable tool to understand ISS charging
events.

ISS-plasma interaction with the ALP
The Advanced Langmuir Probe (ALP) was originally
designed by the University of Michigan for the ProSEDS tether
mission. The operational modes for ProSEDS were hardcoded into the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA); thus,
the ALP's FPGA will be modified for SASSI to assure
compatibility with the expected ISS flight environment. The
boom for the ALPs will be mounted on the SASSI equipment
deck with prior structural analysis conducted to assure the
flight loads maintain positive margins of safety.
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Neutral Density Monitor
To support investigation of the PCU plasma plume a
neutral density monitor will also be required. Since the
dominant species around the PCU will be Xe, the neutral
density monitor need not differentiate between species.
However, other ISS measurements may benefit from
knowledge to the atomic mass of the species. Thus, a trade will
be made before selecting the best approach for SASSI.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. III-3. Common ISS charging events. (a) Normal eclipse exit charging, (b) Rapid eclipse charging, (c) Commanded unshunt.

-‐XVV

-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐	
  	
  PCU	
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  on-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐>

Fig. III-4. Demonstration of the ability of PCU to impact charging whe the PCU is turned on. The ISS measured floating potential (FP) is shown in the top panel.
Measured plasma density (Ne) and electron temperature (Te) is shown in the middle panel. ISS location is shown in the bottom panel.
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Electrodynamic tether motivation for plume studies
ISS as a test platform
◦ Plasma Contactor Unit (PCU)
◦ Space Station Remote Manipulating System (SSRMS)
◦ ISS Charging



What do we know and not know ...

◦ … about plumes in ionosphere collecting/emitting current



What is SASSI?
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EDTs generate
thrust between
tether current and
planetary magnetic
field

Propellantless
propulsion possible
◦ HCPCs are limit to
low consumable
scenario
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Plasma Contactor Units (PCUs)
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Plasma Contactor Units (PCUs)
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SSRMS/SPDM Reach

SSRMS – Space Stn Remote Manipulator System
SPDM – Special Purpose Dexterous Manipulator
Courtesy Booz-Allen-Hamilton
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SSRMS/SPDM With Simulated Plume

Courtesy Booz-Allen-Hamilton
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ISS/FPMU 2008/05/31 (2008/152)

-11 V

ISS/FPMU 2008/03/27 (2008/087)

Rapid eclipse
exit charging
-48 V

ISS/FPMU 2010/07/24 (2010/205)

Commanded
unshunt
3 min
-90 V

joseph.minow@nasa.gov
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Tether current must
= collected current
Current continuity
holds

Gerver et al. Model

Katz et al. (EWB) Model

• Gerver et al. suggests higher
electron currents are
possible.
• Which model is right?
• Behavior as current goes up?
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PMG demonstrated low
power bi-directional
current flow
Basis of Katz et al. [1995]
model
Qualitative agreement

◦ Modelled Ionosphere
◦ Hollow Cathode-Ground Data
◦ Fitted scattering coefficient



Can it differentiate
between models?

Delta II 2nd Stage
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~+100V

• Laboratory
demonstration verified
ability to support
discharge via
– Trapped gas
– Teflon ablation

Dramatic current increase
with tether shorted to Orbiter
Even larger current when in
“contact” with Ionosphere
Tether current limited by
tether resistance
What is ultimate limit for
electron emission?
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Plasma plume and ambient ionosphere spatial
profile?
Neutral density in and around the plume?
Spectrum of electrostatic turbulence in and
around plume?
Vary as function of
◦ geophysical conditions, e.g. magnetic field,
day/night, solar activity?
◦ plasma plume source parameters, e.g. neutral flow
rate, ion current, etc.?
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Science Motivation:
Study the complex
Mag-ITM Environment
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SUMMARY: Situational Awareness Sensor Suite for the ISS (SASSI) Mission Goals

1. STUDY Mag-ITM
environment (e.g.
Ionospheric Plasma
Turbulence
ISS altitude perfect:
very close to F-peak

Above F-peak

3. DEMONSTRATE New measurement ability that enables
Mag-ITM science; also supports ISS ops
1-2 yr ISS ELC mission
w/SSRMS campaigns
(ground-controlled)

Below F-peak

2. PROVE Modern
plasma sensor suite
for space weather
research
TICHS, TECHS,
CPEG, CARLO,
& UM ALP
TECHS
TICHS

CARLO's
Predecessor:
PLANE

Measure ambient electric
fields separately from
vertical drifts
● Assess induced electric
field due to v × B • L
(SSRMS scan provides
correction factor for longterm ELC ops)
● Assess plasma contactor
plume expansion/
dissipation and interaction
with ISS (SSRMS scan)
● Calibrate FPMU (SSRMS
prox ops, CPEG + UM ALP)
●

SSRMS Reach Analysis (courtesy JSC)
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ISS can provide unique measurement
capabilities
Plasma plume expansion and character
measurable using SSRMS and PCUs
SASSI on ISS will also address space science
and ISS charging questions

SASSI on ISS provides unique measurements for science,
technology, operations.
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• Laboratory demonstration
verified ability to support
discharge via
– Trapped gas
– Teflon ablation

Dramatic increase in tether
current shorted to Orbiter
Larger current when in
“contact” with Ionosphere
Tether current limited by
tether resistance
What is ultimate limit for
electron emission?
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